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Failure to Manage Risk  
By Ricardo Wyngaard 

Potgieter v University of Stellenbosch (16936/2010) [2016] ZAWCHC 158 
 

On 4 November 2016, the Western Cape High Court delivered a judgment which 

dealt with, among other, the failure by a University to properly manage the risks to 

which students living and sleeping at its hostels were exposed to. Many lessons on 

risk management can be learned from this remarkable judgment written by Justice 

J Cloete.      

 

Summary of Facts 
A fire started in the early morning of 9 August 2007 on the third-floor balcony of a 

student residence (Eendrag). This activated the fire alarm and, despite attempts by 

a small group of students to extinguish the fire, it quickly spread and swiftly turned 

into a very serious fire. Most of the students vacated Eendrag unscathed. 

Unfortunately, the plaintiff, Izak Potgieter, was asleep during that time and did not 

hear the alarm. He woke amidst the roar of fire and people shouting and running 

further down the corridor. At that stage, both he and his roommate could not exit 

their top floor room through the door and their only escape route was through the 

window of the third-floor room.   

 

Whilst hanging on to the windowsill of his room, he was forced to jumped 

backward after having witnessed the ceiling in his room collapsed and the room 

being consumed in flames. He struck a small roof tiled canopy on the first floor and 

tumbled off. He sadly regained consciousness, as a paraplegic, in hospital two 

weeks later, with burn wounds to his hands, arms, back, legs and feet.  

 

The claim 
Izak instituted a claim against the University for damages suffered, stating that the 

University was ‘obliged to ensure that proper and reasonable measures and 

procedures were in place, and were implemented, for the safety of students in its 

hostels.’ There were no fire stops in the common roof void of Eendrag, which 

caused the quick spread of the fire. Izak argued that this posed a real and imminent 

fire risk to the residents of Eendrag’s top floor. 

    

The legal position regarding building regulations  
Eendrag was built in 1966, prior to the coming into operation of the National 

Building Regulations (the Regulations) during 1987, which required among other 

the erection of fire stops in roof voids. The Regulations were not retroactively 

enforceable, but Izak’s lawyers argued, among other, that the Regulations 

constituted best building practice, after its introduction and should have been 

erected by the University, in the circumstances.  

 

The University conceded during closing argument that, after the fire in the roof 

void and uppermost floor at another hostel in 1983, it reasonably foresaw that such 

roof fires were a hazard that could lead to loss of life, limb and property; and that, at 

all relevant times, it had the financial resources, or access to such resources, to 

install fire stops, hose reels and smoke detectors in communal areas below ceiling 

at Eendrag.  
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Key evidence during Trial    
The following key factors emanated, among other, from the trial:  

 

▪ A discarded cigarette in an empty bottle had probably caused the Eendrag fire;  

▪ The University had adopted a risk management policy, but did not fully implement it;   

▪ The University adopted a rule booklet which recorded its risk management system, including the 

emergency plan and training in safety rules and procedures, but also failed to implement it;  

▪ False alarms caused by student pranks often occurred and, consequently the fire alarm was not taken 

seriously by students – some simply ignored the alarm and some even slept through it;  

▪ There were two false alarms the night before the Eendrag fire;  

▪ False alarms were deemed a criminal offence, but this did not result in investigations to initiate 

disciplinary action against perpetrators (except one), despite it being a requirement;   

▪ No unscheduled evacuation drills took place in the four years preceding the Eendrag fire; and  

▪ House committee members testified that they did not receive specific training in evacuation or 

firefighting during the year that they were responsible for these duties.  

The occupational health and safety expert, Rod de Witt, called by Izak testified that, while the 

University’s written risk management policy was good, its implementation was lacking during the period 

leading up to the Eendrag fire. He further testified that:  

 

▪ The University, not its students, was responsible to provide proper training for those charged with 

its implementation of its firefighting and evacuation procedure, which it failed to do;  

▪ The University ‘should have ensured that its system was rigorously enforced because the safety of 

its students depended on this’;   

▪ The University should not have allowed false fire alarms to continue without implementing measures 

(such as CCTV cameras) to identify and discipline the perpetrators; and  

▪ The lack of urgency in reaction to an alarm signal posed a serious risk to the students and property. 

The Court accepted De Witt’s expert testimony and his assertion that proper implementation of the 

University’s risk management system would not have guaranteed a positive result, but it would have 

increased its likelihood. 

 

The Court’s verdict  
The Court held that Izak discharged the onus of showing that the University was negligent. It further 

held that: “The steps taken by the [University] were not reasonable and fell far short of the 

reasonableness standard, both in relation to the installation of fire safety measures at Eendrag and in 

the implementation of its own risk management policy, to which it merely paid lip service.” The Court 

emphasised that its finding is based on the particular circumstances of the individual case, including: the 

fact that: “Institutions such as the [University] should be accountable for the safety of those who live 

and sleep in the premises which they own and manage.”.    

 

 


